**Order**

☐ Quotation only

**Lymph Africa (Pty) LTD**

Orders or customer service  Phone +27 (0)79 849 9258  E-mail orders@lymphafrica.co.za

Sales or product questions  Phone +27 (0)79 025 8781  E-mail sales@lymphafrica.co.za

---

**Lymphology**

*Please check  Photo documentation will follow by e-mail*

---

**Company** stamp, contact person, phone (In block letters)

**Patient details**

Order no:*

Previous order no / Quotation no / Date:

**Quantity:**  [ ] Piece  [ ] Pair  [ ] Female  [ ] Male  Page no:

---

**Lymphology**

**Left hand**

Circumferences (c) and lengths (ℓ) in cm

---

**Right hand**

Circumferences (c) and lengths (ℓ) in cm

---

**Fabric**

18 – 21 mmHg  23 – 32 mmHg

- Juzo Expert  ☑ 3021  ☑ 3022
- Juzo Expert Silver  ☑ 3021  ☑ 3022
- Juzo Expert Cotton  ☑ 3021  ☑ 3022
- Juzo Expert Strong  ☑ 3051  ☑ 3052
- Juzo Expert Strong Silver  ☑ 3051  ☑ 3052

**Model glove**

[ ] Open fingers  [ ] Closed fingers

[ ] Glove with thumb stub

[ ] To be worn in combination with compression sleeve

[ ] Compression sleeve with knitted-on hand portion / glove

**Model finger**

[ ] Open finger  [ ] Closed finger

**Colour**

If not indicated we will deliver colour Almond.

Models in Silver and Cotton available in colour Almond. See the cover for more information about colour selection.

[ ] Sugar  [ ] Cardamom  [ ] Almond  [ ] Cacao

[ ] Poppy seed  [ ] Blueberry  [ ] Black pepper

**Trend Colour**

---

**Customisation options**

[ ] Overheight  [ ] Silicone border (Width 3.5 cm)

[ ] Zipper (Standard back of hand)

[ ] Seams on the outside

[ ] Silicone coating

[ ] Tricot lining (between thumb and index finger)  [ ] Silver

**Accessories** (Supplied loose)

Pressure pad  [ ] Long  [ ] Short  [ ] Silver

[ ] Lymphpad Line  [ ] Lymphpad Square

---

*If the patient name is provided, the company placing the order confirms that it has obtained lawful consent in advance to forward and process the data of the affected patient.

Due to the principle of data minimisation under data protection law, we recommend that you only send in a photo in the case of difficult anatomical features.